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I. Welcome to the World of Edya

The fantasy setting ‘Realms of Arcane Might’

started as a hobby worldbuilding project many

years ago. It grew into a rich and in many

aspects detailed world - under the influence

of some great established fantasy settings.

The main influences came from Warhammer

Fantasy, Lord of the Rings, The Dark Eye (‘Das

Schwarze Auge’) and others.

While the timeline of RoAM (Realms of Arcane

Might) spans from the dawn of time through

all technological eras up into a Science Fiction

setting, the most developed era is placed

within a classical fantasy setting - and that is

where our first game is happening as well.

The ‘look and feel’ that Realms of Arcane

Might is aiming for, is not an entirely dark

fantasy world, but a ‘logical and believable’

one. While not everything in it is brutally dark,

it is definitely no fairy tail either. It is a harsh

medieval world with magic, filled with conflict

between the races and nations that they’ve

formed.

The world in which the fantasy setting is

played out, is called Edya. It is a detailed world

that will serve as the playground for more

than just one card game. And it’s our hope

that its depth will serve the development of

great characters and stories that players will

enjoy discovering.

II. The Arcane

“
All life is linked to a force of nature that is
hard to comprehend, jet present in all
creatures and places. Referred to as the
‘Arcane Force’, it seems to influence and
interact with the very laws of nature, and is
believed by many to be the source and
cause of life itself. It seems that every
creature ever so small can influence the
arcane – and therefore the reality itself. It
might be that life means the arcane, or the
arcane means life. That life manifests itself
in the brutal reality of the physical world
against all odds – only because life and the
arcane can actively balance out the odds in
nature's unforgiving laws. But although it
seems to be safe to assume that every living
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being has access and a degree of control
over the Arcane, for most of them it goes
unnoticed even for themselves. This control
might manifest itself in a moment of
danger, with an unusual high jump, or fast
escape. And as the margin of overcoming
that what the actor would normally be
capable of is so small, that a small miracle
in the face of imminent danger goes
unnoticed. Only rarely there emerge
individuals of such high talent in influencing
the Arcane, that they can willingly bend the
laws of nature and the reality around
them.”

From the Book ‘The Unseen but Ever
Present’, by Conjar, the Roaming Scholar

As the title ‘Realms of Arcane Might’ suggests,

the Arcane forces - the magic of this world -

plays a key role in every aspect. This world

and its history is not thinkable without it.

Throughout the ages, individuels sensitive

enough to enact conscious control over the

Arcane have found and developed different

approaches to explain its existence and role in

the reality of this world. Therefore different

cultures and schools of thought have formed

that determine how this power is accessed by

the students of arcane arts - in some cases

resulting in quite different forms of use.

Comment of the Author:
From a worldbuilding perspective the
Arcane is placed and explained within the
metaphysics of Edya. While the underlying
logic might not be fully explored within the
card game, the system does explain why in
some cases it makes sense for an arcanist to
‘throw a ball of fire’ instead of using a small
portion of the required ‘energy’ to simply
melt the brain of the target directly. Or to
throw a boulder of stone instead of
‘grasping the target's heart to a hold’ with
seemingly less ‘energy’ required. This lack

of internal logic and explanation always
bothered me in many fantasy settings. The
Arcane in Edya can - but will not always be
the spectacular fire- and thunderstorm of
other fantasy settings, but it is terrifyingly
powerful and deadly regardless.

III. Through the Ages

The Mythical Era - The Dawn of Time

The time preceding the first known records of

history is called the Era of Myths. What

happened or not happened in these

uncounted times is the content of myths and

religious teachings – giving explanations about

the beginning of time and Edya itself.

Comment of the Author:
While there is an ultimate truth about the
creation ethos of Edya - what is true and
false from the standpoint of the inhabitants
of this world is a question of religion and
personal belief. As we hope for players to
identify with significant playable characters
throughout the different races, cultures and
religions, we don’t think that revealing the
true creation ethos is relevant or beneficial
at this point. It would result in some
characters simply being ‘on the wrong side’.

It has to be understood that Realms of the
Arcane Might is not painting a distinguished
‘good’ versus ‘bad’ scenario. There is no
race or culture inherently evil - and there is
none by default ‘good’.

Era of Dragons

In ancient times, while all the other races

were either not yet existing on Edya or in their

earliest stages of development, the greatest
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and mightiest of the dragon races have

already been present for an uncounted period

of time. Their size is unprecedented in the

dragons of later ages, and their origin is the

content of tales and myths of many different

cultures throughout the world. Only a small

number of remains gives us an insight and

understanding of this far gone time. Some

formations of the size of mountains are

believed to be their skeletons. This belief is

backed by the existence of immensely large

Dragonstones - one of the substances with

highest arcane density ever known. Even rarer

are the remains of ruins that might have been

built by servant races for the mightiest of the

dragon lords.

The Giant Kingdoms

It is well established knowledge for those who

study the early history of Edya, that the giants

were the first to establish larger connected

societies, cities and even small kingdoms. The

ancient ruins of their first settlements hold

records carved in stone that lay out their

history. It seems that they’ve been the

primary servant race of many Dragon Lords,

and the builders of the small number of ruins

that still remain up to this day. What caused

the dragons to vanish is unknown, but the

Giants remained.

Although it might seem that they’ve been the

dominating force of their era, the carvings in

giant ruins of this age tell the stories of many

conflicts - mainly against Orcs and Ogres. It

just is the cae that these races don’t have any

written records that could have survived that

long of a time span.

Age of Dwarves

The first use of weapons and tools made from

bronze is appearing in some of the powerful

combined settlements of Giants and Dwarfs. It

seems that it was the Dwarfs that mastered

the new metallurgy more efficiently, and soon

established the first of their kingdoms - and in

some cases took over the combined

settlements. This era is specified as the time

frame in which bronze was nearly uniquely

used by Dwarfs - resulting in the

establishment of Dwarven societies and

settlements in a large area all over Edya,

dominating over the other races still being in a

stage of stone tools.

Age of War

As the knowledge and use of bronze was

discovered by other races and cultures, the

first large scale empires emerged, led by

dwarven empires but soon followed by other

races. This age is marked by the uprising and

downfall of several bigger empires and realms,

which competed for power, resources and

trade routes. The age is divided by the time

frames in which specific empires took a

leading role. For example the Nepposhic time,

that takes its name from the first known

human empire. Or the Nohaxxian time,

marked by the upraise of another human

civilization that greatly developed maritime

warfare and trade routes.

The Great Storm

As mentioned before, it is to be expected that

the Orcs and their kin have been ever present

and competing with the other races, every

now and then swelling up to a wave of

Thickskins invading neighboring territories.

The age of the Great Storm however is the
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first of these waves that has been extensively

recorded by multiple civilisations - and its

records and aftermath are evidence for its

absolut devastating scale. It washed over

many cities, realms and established empires,

leaving behind nothing but ruins.

Age of Men

This Era begins with the emerging use of iron

among Dwarves. Noticeably it doesn’t lead to

a rise of Dwarves like the first discovery of

bronze did. The reason seems to be the

already established routes of trade and

technological exchange between humans and

dwarves that might have intensified out of

necessity for the surviving nations of the

Great Storm. Anyhow, the use of iron for tools

and weapons was not unique for Dwarfs for

any noteworthy period of time. This age has

no remarkably large scale empires like in the

Age of War, and is dominated by countless

small kingdoms and societies of humans -

while Dwarves are mainly holding and

restoring their former fortresses.

Lizardmens Rising

Their exact arrival on Edya is one of the many

mysteries that this world holds - but at some

point a horde of Lizardmen trampled out of

the depth of the jungles, challenging the

defense of whatever came in their path. With

their superior control over the Arcane, they

quickly established their footholds on Edya.

Their presence is feared, as they venture out

of their fortresses not to conquer territory,

but to capture slaves - whom are not known

to ever return.

The Lizardmen came in five waves. Seemingly

led by different individual leaders, who -

luckily for Edyas other races - didn’t

necessarily work together or even formed a

cohesive faction after their arrival.

Alenors Arrival

Driven by the prophecies of their ancient

religion, in search for the arrival of a final

prophet among the other races, the Elves

travel through different worlds – and under

the leadership of the legendary Alenor had

finally arrived at Edya. With their arrival

begins an age of relative peace in their

domain of influence, as the highly cultivated

High Elves establish their White Realm, start

building friendly ties with the surrounding

human civilisations and act as a power

balance against the Lizardmen - with Alenor

exterminating one of the five Lizardmen

enclaves and slaying its leader.

Age of Kings & The Great Shisma

This long lasting period of prosperity saw the

establishment of the human Kingdoms of the

North, and many others. The White Realm of

the High Elves reached its largest expansion,

and the Edya as a whole is largely inhabitat.

Civilizations advance in new technologies and

especially the human kingdoms with closer

ties to the High Elves develop strong Arcane

traditions. It was not an entirely peaceful era

of course - but there were no major shifts in

power on a larger scale.

Until the arrival of the Brotherhood of War - a

branch of Elves from outside of Edya and in

harsh conflict with the High Elves that initially

arrived under the rule of Alenor. A series of

events lead to the apocalyptic destruction of

Genstein, a capital city of the Kingdom
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Nordeyn - which many believed the High Elves

to be at fault for, severing the long ties of

friendship between the White Realm and the

Northern Kingdoms. Under the pressure of

the Brotherhood of War, the long absence of

Alenor and a spike in long brewing internal

religious conflicts, the Great Shisma finally

occurred: the split of the White Realm.

The current Age - New Age of Conflict

The events of the Great Shisma have far

reaching consequences all over Edya. New

realms are established, old alliances are

severed, a considerable portion of the High

Elves have chosen exile - a weakening of the

White Realm that is well noticed by the

Lizardmen. And cautious spectators of the

Thickskins warn against the brewing up of a

new Great Storm. War and conflict is erupting.

An era in which old realms will be tested for

survival - and new ones may emerge in their

ashes.

IV. The Intelligent Races of Edya

The following list doesn’t represent playable

factions in the upcoming card game. The

mentioned races are the inhabitants of Edya

which hold ‘comparable to human’

intelligents, and for the most part form states

and societies.

1. Dragons

From the most intelligent creatures dwelling

on Edya are the dragons. Although most of

them are not really building societies or

cultures, that’s mainly because of their huge

lifespans and extremely low reproduction rate

– they are simply too rare and living too

individually to be living in ‘dragon societies’.

There is a large variety of subspecies that can

be found on Edya, and not all of them are

intelligent. For that reason only some

examples of those with human-like (or above)

intelligent levels are mentioned here. A

noteworthy physical feature is the ‘Dragon

Stone’ - forming inside the skull of the dragon

that seems connected with their skillful

intuitive control over the arcane.

Emperor Dragon

The mightiest creatures ever to span their

massive wings over Edya. Emperor Dragons

are from the naturally most adept individuals

of the arcane powers, intuitively being utilised

in their whole being – enabling not only

growing into mind blowing sizes, but also

living the longest lives. They’re highly

intelligent, but live sole lives with rarely ever

seeing others of their kin. There is no known

Emperor Dragon still living - but they’ve been

the first ruling race of Edya, forming realms

with subservient races. Their most noticeable

remains are the Dragon Stones, which up until

this time are the center of cults, religions, and

whole cultures - due to their immense density

of arcane power.

Silverlight Dragon Lords

Like other Dragon Lords, the proud Lords of

the Silverlight Coast establish regional

domains that they rule over. They generally

don't enjoy tyranny and favour peace with

neighbouring countries and rulers – regardless

of their species. They can become powerful

allies, and value morals like friendship and

loyalty. Due to their prefered habitat, they
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have built long lasting friendships with the

neighboring White Realm of the High Elves.

The Counselor

From the smallest dragon species, but slightly

above human level intelligence is the

Counselor. They have minor talents for the

arcane powers, and seem to be attracted by

powerful individuals. Thus they can often be

found in the company of stronger Arcanists or

other Dragons, whom they are keen to offer

valuable counseling.

Dragonbloods

So rare that they are often disregarded as

myths and tales are the offspring of both a

dragon and a none-dragon parent. The

so-called Dragonbloods inherit a variety of

their dragon parent species traits. They are

too rare to form their own society or culture,

and are usually raised and live within one of

their parents' surroundings.

2. The Twin Races

The twin races of humankind and Elves seem

strangely related – since they can have mixed

offsprings. That fact comes with quite a

surprise for those who know more about the

origins of both races. As well known for Elves,

they originate from a different world, and it

would therefore be easy to assume that there

is no direct link between them and humans.

They as well show more common physical

features than other races.

Humans

Humans live in almost every habitat in Edya,

competing with other races in all arts, crafts

and sciences – despite being a fairly young

race. They form large empires and kingdoms

and are the most numerous race in Edya,

although the individual human has a

comparably short life span.

Elves

An ancient race that isn’t originating from

Edya. Their distinct features are a refined slim

body silhouette, larger height then humans

and a very long life span. They count as skilled

artists and craftsmen in many fields, and are

without doubt the most gifted in the control

of arcane forces. But since their arrival their

unique traits of longevity and arcane control

seem to weaken with every new generation.

Half-Elves

For a reason still to be discovered, Elves and

Humans can have children together –

although Elves are not even originating from

Edya. Remarkably they grew an entire empire

with its leading class and many of the

inhabitants being Half Elves. They share

common features from both races.

3. The Thick-Skins

These races share a set of common features,

which draws the assumption close that they

are at least loosely related. It is well known

that Orcs and Goblins can have mixed

offspring. The most noticeable shared features

of their physical appearance are the skin

colours, thickened skin that forms scale like

plates in some areas of the body, the

extruding fangs of the lower jaw, and having

only 4 fingers.

Orcs

In general less talented with arcane powers

than Humans or Elves, the Orcs thrive on their

immense physical strength. They live mainly in
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nomadic and semi-nomadic societies, heavily

relying on clan and tribe structures, living

from the lands and their livestock. They

respect strength and flock around specifically

strong individuals, and can turn hostile to

other surrounding areas if their numbers can’t

be maintained anymore by their homelands.

This seems to be the reason for the repetitive

occurrence of ‘Orcish Storms’ throughout the

history of Edya. It is a widespread belief that

Orcs are of less intelligence than Humans, but

it might just be a significant difference in spirit

and character. It seems that the Orcish mind

pursues and values strength, connection to

nature and  a predator mentality.

Goblins

Closely related to the Orcs, the Goblins dwell

predominantly in jungles, swamps and large

temperate forest areas. Their societies are like

the Orcs mainly based on tribes and clans -

but are typically matriarchal and live in fixed

settlements. Their intelligence is generally

below human levels by quite a bit, and they

grow small in body size, but have exceptional

sensory skills, hearing, smelling and eyesight.

There are some shared settlements that are

equally occupied from Orcs and Goblins, being

trading hubs for many nomadic Orcish tribes.

One can also frequently find them as slaves in

orcish tribes.

Hobgoblins

The only possible mixed offspring of Orcs and

Goblins is the Hobgoblin, son of an Orc father

and a Goblin mother. They can’t get offspings

themselves, but due to the many Goblin

slaves in Orc societies are more frequent than

expected. Often they flock to packs. Due to

their increased strength and intelligence they

sometimes end up leading Goblin tribes, or

forming roaming bandit packs - terrorising

rural human settlements in the borderlands to

the Great Plain.

Ogers

The Ogres are massive beasts, with an

intelligence level of Goblins. They tower

roughly half a meter over the average Orc, and

intimidate with their massive muscular

bodies. Living in the colder northern regions

of Edya, this race is rare and feared by others.

They’re not building nations, but can gather

up in bigger tribes if food supply is sufficient.

Little is known of the inner workings of such

tribes - to no surprise as visitors of other races

are more often than not treated as a

welcomed supply of meat. The only really

known neutral interactions with other races is

with neighboring orcish tribes for trade of

goods and livestock.

4. The Titan Spawns

Their shared legends have it that the Dwarfs

and Giants of Edya are sibling races originating

from an ancient race of titans. Whether that

might be true or not, they share not only

legends of their origin but many physical

features – aside from the obviously big

difference in size.

From the shared features that differentiate

the Titan Spawns from other races are horns

which extrude from the side of their thick

forehead skulls - although for dwarfs they only

develop in males as their age reaches several

centuries. Another common feature are the

short legs and long arms, with a broad body

silhouette. As well they have thick bones, that

at some body parts are either merged with

the skin or even extrude from it, like on
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elbows, the back of the hands, knees and

knuckles.

Dwarfs

Smaller in height, but not less in weight than

the average human, Dwarfs show a very

sturdy and broad figure with big heads and

thick bones. They’re the impersonation of

stamina and durability in every meaning.

They’ve formed long lasting kingdoms and

cultures, and inhabit a range of different

regions all over Edya – while typically

preferring mountains and tempered to cold

climates. To no surprise since many of them

are actually living in their underground cities.

Giants

Being the biggest bipedal race of Edya, the

giants are no foe to easily deal with. They

have a rural, simple lifestyle, but form cultures

and simple forms of states. Their technical

knowledge nowadays is limited, but they’re

formidable craftsmen in some crafts - and as

their ancient ruins tell, they’ve been the first

higher developed society on Edya. A shadow

of that past is present only in a handful of

remaining stable Giant cities. In general their

societies are very small when it comes to the

sum of individuals. As they typically either

dwell in mountain ranges above the tree line

or in cold tundra, their natural habitats

wouldn’t support many people of this huge

folk.

5. Lizardmen

The lizardmen are from the most ancient

intelligent species, and like the Elves are not

originally coming from Edya. They are led by

individuels of uncomparable capabilities in the

arcane forces, and far beyond human

intelligence. But unlike other races, lizardmen

– although born from the same broodmother

– can grow up into a variety of extremely

different forms, almost as if they are separate

species. Each form fitting specific roles in their

thoughtfully constructed societies.

6. Treelords

The mighty Treelords are a species unlike any

other – and the little which is known is hard to

explain. It seems that at its core, the

intelligent individual entity referred to as a

Treelord is a number of Giant Oak Trees that

have grown into a single giant tree. As a

Treelord grows, incorporating more Giant Oak

Trees, it seems to gain higher intelligence and

arcane might, and at some point is able to

incorporate additional trees of other kinds.

The biggest known Treelords incorporate large

forest areas, with it’s trees all being part of

their ‘body’.

V. Realms & Kingdoms

The following list doesn’t represent the final

list of factions playable in the card game.

Some of the mentioned factions will be

playable as subfactions, and others might only

be playable in later editions of the card game.

The White Realm

After their arrival to Edya the elves have

formed a mighty empire under their first

legendary leader Alenor. They settled along

the Silver Light Coast, building mighty towns

and fortresses in the areas typical bright white

stones that shimmer silver in the moonlight.

Their empire has taken in larger areas since
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then, and spread its influence all over Edya

with diplomacy and trade. They boast a strong

naval force, and hold close ties to dragons

who are naturally drawn to the Elves strong

arcane powers. The White Realm has been

weakened during the events of the Great

Shisma, and the internal unity is tested by

various religious groups.

Exiles of Mount Galurath

In the aftermath of the Great Shisma, a group

of religious hardliners raised their voice for a

strict reform of the state and society. They

blamed the calamity of the shisma on losing

the true religious path - and after a short

while of a partially violent political turmoil led

their families and followers into exile on

Mount Galurath.

Twin-Kingdom Erdur & Nordeyn

One of the dominant Kingdoms of the North,

this Twin-Kingdom was forged in a unique

history. Its old royal lineage of Nordeynorians

grounds their legitimacy for the crown on a

legend that links their origins to the giants.

Over the last centuries it grew into the

heartland of the Church, and its influence and

power overshadows even the kings - and plays

a major role in culture, politics and the daily

lives of pretty much all social classes of

society.

Kingdom of Nedmar

This small kingdom is part of the Northern

Kingdoms, and lies at the northern border of

the White Realm, separated by a mountain

range and an old forest. It holds mostly

friendly ties with the High Elves, although the

support from the dukes and counts for the

king's court has been twindeling, as they often

accuse it to be a puppet show from the High

Elves . It is one of the poorer nations, as it

doesn’t have much to offer in trade goods.

The kingdom holds several mountain

strongholds to seal off passages leading to the

Great Plains that have been used by the orcish

invaders during the feared Storms.

‘Hohengarde’ is the biggest of these castles

and built on the ruins of a dwarven fortress

that fell to the Orcs long ago.

The Orcish Tribes of the great Plain

Living as hunters and from their herds of

livestock, these Orcish tribes live nomadic in

the seemingly endless Great Plain. They live

and move in larger families and tribes, which

often have rivalry over feeding grounds and

winter camp locations. There are 8 larger

tribes, which the countless smaller family

units associate themselves with. The elders of

these tribes gather in a yearly meeting to

negotiate rivalries and calm conflicts. As

Orcish leadership is heavily determined by the

individual's strength and prowess in combat

and hunting, it can happen that a remarkably

strong individuel raises to the position of an

overall leader of the tribes - which seems to

be one of the key ingredients that brews up an

Orc Storm.

Dwarves of the Fandare Mountains

The high reaching mountain range of Fandare

, its deep valleys and foothills are home to one

of the oldest dwarvish civilizations of Edya.

With roots back into the Age of Dwarves or

even before, they are proud and traditional

people. While their empire is long past it zenit

of power, it still holds multiple underground

cities, mountain fortresses and overground

settlements in the valleys. The dwarves of
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Fandare aren’t led by a king, but by an elected

leader, and are known throughout Edya for

their superior craftsmanship - especially with

Fandarium, a metal stronger than steel that

was first discovered in the Fandare

Mountains.

Evergreen Forest

One of the mightiest known Tree Lords spans

his territory over a large portion of the

Evergreen Forest. His arcane power surpasses

that of most living creatures, and entering his

forest is life threatening for any intruder - as

his many servants viciously defend their Tree

Lord. A small group of Elves have found their

way into his realm, forming a close tie with

their Tree Lord in a hidden kingdom in the

depth of the forest.

VI. About the Author

I’m a German living abroad with my family and

lovely kids, and in my rare free time I’ve been

discovering this fantastic world for many

years.

Like many Aspergers, I’m very adept not only

to fantasy in general - but to dream up my

own world. Since I developed the habit of

collecting my texts, scrabbles, maps and ideas

I was soon looking at an ever growing pile of

background info and details, which I finally

combined to the Realms of Arcane Might.

My biggest passion might be game systems,

which I love analysing and learning maybe

more than actually playing them. And just like

with fantasy worlds, I started making my own

very early on. As my fantasy world expanded, I

started placing all my game ideas inside this

world of mine.

I’m very excited to share my world and

explore it further in the context of the card

game, and hopefully other game projects to

come!
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